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AV Group
The first AV Group meeting of the year opened with a flying start, I didn’t count but I was told that approximately fifty people were in
attendance. Unfortunately, we were somewhat lacking in the technical department but all hands gathered around the pump and the
meeting started precisely on time with Eric in the driving seat.
There was a short welcoming address by Barrie explaining to all, especially to new members, that ours is a friendly group with a wealth
of talented members who are always willing to help. The first item on the agenda was a run through of the first of a short series of
PowerPoint presentations aimed at helping beginners to step onto the AV ladder. This was an experiment and the general consensus
was that the idea should be pursued.
Janet then explained her reasons for producing her own audio-visuals and gave a detailed explanation about how her emotional AV
“Look Closer” was put together. This moving production was very well received by the audience.
James showed us one of his Barcelona sequences and he answered members' questions about it, this work was loudly applauded.
James was followed by Clive who gave an explanation about how he had organised the transitions in his two new “Flowers” AVs. Clive’s
description of the sequence’s transitions was acknowledged, especially by the more experienced AV members in the room.
A one-minute work in progress audio-visual was shown by Barrie with explanations of the ideas behind it.
Members brought in nibbles as requested for the refreshment break, and after a shortened intermission due to the amount of material
we were provided with, we projected members’ AVs right up to the close of business. The very last showing ended precisely at 10.00pm.
Special thanks to everyone who helped on the night, especially Eric.
Barrie

Congratulations!
Congratulations to members Martin Addison, Andrew Gagg and Barrie Glover on their
successes in MidPhot AV 2019! Martin’s Finding Narnia won the Photo-Harmony
section and his Glassworks picked up a Judge’s Ribbon, and Barrie’s Val d’Orcia also
won a Judge’s Ribbon. Andrew Gagg’s Chakra
Sutra was the runner-up in the
Open AV section.

Diploma news
The next couple of pages contain some good news of recent
Diploma successes. The print assessment involved a preliminary
phase which appeared to be a crash course in Ikea self-assembly, as
Barrie has kindly made a bespoke print stand… This almost defeated
the assessment panel, but after a collaborative session reminiscent of
a game of Twister, the stand was finally up and the pictures assessed!
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Lawrence Keen WGDP
We have two more diploma successes to announce, one a set of images presented as PDI and the other a panel of prints.
Lawrence Keen has worked diligently to present a good range of pictures to illustrate the required level of competence to gain the
General Diploma. Many congratulations to Lawrence, who can now add WGDP to his name!
Lawrence writes:"Very much a novice, I joined the club around 18 months ago with the hope of developing my interest in photography which I have held
for many years. About a year ago I read up about the diploma scheme and I immediately decided that I should enrol and during the year. I
contacted the team and started to submit images for critique; this is where I really started to understand the quality and composition the
images require.
The help and advice available both from the diploma team and that gleaned from attending the Thursday specialist meetings have been
invaluable in me attaining my diploma. Special thanks to Clive & particularly Maddy for the advice and direction given in response to
many emails. As my knowledge and confidence develops I have no hesitation in moving on to a specialist diploma and recommending
other members to join the scheme."
Remarks from the Assessors:
The images displayed good seeing and variety. The railway image is full of energy and power, whilst in contrast the prison yard provides
an example of a personal response and 'intuitive seeing'. The 'dark sky' image complete with stars and a well illuminated landscape is
very well done, whilst in contrast, dawn along the riverside is beautifully and lyrically portrayed.

Fieldfare; Sea eagle; Seal pup, Donna Nook;
Early flight; High water; return to Broadway;
Exercise behind bars; Sgwd Clun Gwyn Waterfall;
Sunset; Foel Tower at night.
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Early Flight, Lawrence Keen WGDP
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Judy Knights WSDP
Judy Knights LRPS DPAGB presented an excellent print panel for

I was thrilled with the way that quite ordinary images could be

her 'Abstract & Pattern' Specialised Diploma.

combined to produce a new vibrant image quite often with no
recognisable connection to the originals!

The panel comprises 15 prints arranged as three lines of five. The

I am so pleased that the diploma assessors liked this panel as I

assessors were most impressed and excited by the standard of

really enjoyed working on it – eventually!

work, as well as the imagination and coherency of the panel.
I really would recommend taking on one of these Diplomas – it is
Judy writes:-

an excellent way to improve or completely change your style of
photography".

"After a difficult year or so I felt my photography needed
‘rebooting’! This was around the time that Clive instigated the

Here are some of the remarks by the Assessors:-

Club’s Diploma scheme – so I signed up for the ‘Pattern &
Abstract’ Specialised Diploma.

● Well panelled and the square format is very attractive;
● Thoughtfully conceived with all images relevant and well-

I know I wanted to be taken out of my ‘comfort zone’ – but
goodness – did I struggle at the start!

related. Panel illustrates variety yet remains cohesive.

Without Ruth’s

● Beautifully printed and mounted.

encouragement I could well have given up, it was only after I

● The textures are quite velvety, the colour palette reminiscent

bought an i-phone and started working with the apps that things

of richly brocaded fabrics, with jewel-like tones.

became more ‘exciting’!!

● The panel viewed as an entity has an aura of creative
intentionality.
Clive Haynes, WCC Diploma Scheme Coordinator.
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Judy Knights WSDP
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Venice in winter

James Boardman-Woodend IAPOTY, IGPOTY
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James BoardmanWoodend
IAPOTY, IGPOTY
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Malcolm’s Birmingham
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Pause to talk:
End of the line; Followers;
The Lair.

Malcolm
Haynes
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Clive’s Birmingham

Watching and waiting

Clive Haynes FRPS
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Scene from above

Broken family

Clive Haynes FRPS

Structures

Mobius
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January picture of the month

Martin Addison FRPS
A final image from Martin’s Slimbridge collection (see p p 6-7) - not totally bird-free after all!

Lightroom tips
Eric did a really useful session on Lightroom Tagging. Whilst Lightroom tries to be very helpful and suggests tags automatically, be
at the last Digital group meeting; here are cautious as the face recognition software does leave something to be desired…
just a few of the performance tips he gave
us.
Catalog
1. Optimise once a month at least
2. Ensure Auto Write XMP is Off
3. Do not put on an external drive.
Previews
4. Use Embedded & Sidecar on Import.
5. View Images in Library
Graphics Processor
6. Preferences/ Performance /Use GP
7. Keep GP drives updated
Increase Cache size
8. From Default = 5GB to 50 GB
9. Hard disk space is needed, but keep
25% free.
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Diary
Last chance to see... St Paul's Hostel

GRAIN Bursary 2019

7 February - 24 March International Print Bursary last call - closes 5pm 31 January.

Photography - to Wed, 31 January 2018 in

Exhibition 161 opening in Bristol (NB also £2000 grant for making new work in and

the Cafe at the Hive, a display of the

Mar-May

photography project from the residents of

images by 54 photographers from across

St Paul’s Hostel.

the globe, the IPE captures a powerful The work must be made within a 12-month

in

Birmingham)100

striking with rural communities.

snapshot of trends in photography today. period of receiving the bursary award.
Snowdrops at the Weir this week...

Documenting
sharing

landscape

deeply

and

personal

science,

stories,

or

Warning!

1960s in pictures,

commenting on politics, heritage and

to 1 February.

matters of identity, the photographers James Boardman-Woodend spotted this
selected represent a great variety of disturbing sign, the entrance to a toilet in a

One for the railway

photographic practices.

minor side-street in Venice!

fans... Wednesday
6 February 7.30pm

18-23 February The Guildhall’s Hidden What’s caught your eye or made you smile

Droitwich History &

Treasures including cell visits.

of late? Send in your pics…

Archaeology Society
The coming of the

23 Feb 2-3.30 The Hive,

Behind the

railways to the Midlands. An illustrated

Scenes Tour - Civil War Worcestershire £6

talk by Terry Daniels. There is no shortage

See

of books, photographs or heritage railways

documents… Booking required.

archeological

finds

and

historic

to visit, but how much better to hear the
story of the coming of the railways to the

Saturday 16 March, 11:30am - 1pm Hive

Midlands by someone who knows his

archaeology tour. Discover how the site

subject! All welcome. £2.00 members,

has changed over time, from Roman street

£4.00

Room,

to Civil War defences and Victorian cattle

Droitwich Community Hall Heritage Way,

market. Find out about some of the

Droitwich Spa. WR9 8RE.

landscape features you walk past without

visitors

John

Corbett

realising
Ludlow 7 9 Feb - 9 Mar

what

they

are

and

their

significance to the history of the site. £5
Book here.

Exhibitions and competitions
Win a Picture Frames Express voucher up

5 to 8 Bridgend 5to8 Photoharmony

to

Competition Closes 18 February.

£100 with your 'Architecture' shot.

Free to enter, 1 photo. 31 Jan.

Smethwick AV 2019. Close 9 March.
Cityscapes - win equipment Closes 31 Mar

Lensculture portrait awards Closes 20
Life in another light (IR) closes 31 Jan.

Feb. Free ebook guide to download.

12th i-phone photography awards

FAQ

Closes 31 March.
RPS members - have you entered the free

Julia Margaret Cameron Award early bird

monthly competition - theme Movement?

discount to 30 Jan, close 27 Feb.

CWA Archaeology-themed. Free, by 1 Feb

RHS 2019 closes 1 March.

BPE
VECC (Evesham) now open. Close 28 Feb.
Portrait 2019 by 1 Feb.

Wintry Canals photography competition
closes 1 March. Prizes.

South Birmingham closes 3 March.

Cewe 2019 Grand prizes end of comp, May

Basingstoke closes 2 March.

Digital Camera POTY Water 7 Feb.
106th SOUTHAMPTON INTERNATIONAL

2019, also €100 CEWE Vouchers to top 3

EXHIBITION. Closes 10 February

each month. 10 categories.

Pink Lady Food PotY closing 10 Feb.

Worcs Wildlife Trust calendar comp
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Robin Hood now open, closes 20 April.

Worcester Twinning
WCC is a corporate member of the Worcester Twinning Association who sent the following invitation out to members. As many of you
will know, we have been well represented through exhibition stands in their annual Arts au Jardin in Le Vésinet, a charming suburb of
Paris, in recent years, thanks to various WCC members, chiefly our friend, the late Henry Tomsett, who was a very active 'twinner'.
Some of you may be interested in being directly involved in this anniversary year, and perhaps beyond…

Le Vésinet Anniversary Visits
As many of you will already know, 2019 is another milestone year for Worcester Twinning Association. We are celebrating a quarter
of a century of friendship and cultural connections with Le Vésinet!
A party from Le Vésinet will be coming over to Worcester from Friday 3rd to Tuesday 7th May and we would be very grateful if you
would volunteer to host for these 4 nights.
We are pleased to inform you that we have also been invited to Le Vésinet for the Fête de la Marguerite, which this year coincides
with the Fête de la Musique throughout France as well.
A coach has been booked to take us to Le Vésinet and the trip will take place from Thursday 20th June to Monday 24th June 2019.
The coach will leave Pitchcroft, Worcester at about 7am and we hope to arrive in Le Vésinet around 7pm, where you will be met by
your host families.
There will be a full programme of events, starting on Friday and finishing on Monday afternoon, which will also be attended by
representatives from Le Vésinet’s other twin towns. The itinerary will include an official ceremony to commemorate the occasion, a
celebratory dinner on Friday evening, the very special “Dîner en Blanc” on Saturday and the annual town festival and picnic in the
park by the lake on Sunday. We shall all enjoy an excursion on Monday 24th to Honfleur in Normandy, which has one of the prettiest
harbours in France. From here, our hosts and their guests will travel back to Paris and our coach will return home to England. We
expect to arrive back in Worcester late in the evening.
We do hope you will be able to join us for these celebrations in Le Vésinet, where you will be offered accommodation and meals by
host families. The cost of the trip will be about £150 and in order to reserve a seat on the coach, we would ask you to pay a deposit of
£40 as soon as possible. Please therefore send a cheque made payable to Worcester Twinning Association for £40 per person to the
Treasurer:
Malcolm Campbell
32 Besford Court Estate,
Besford, Worcestershire WR8 9LZ

Judge wanted
A judge is sought for the photographic section of the Alpine Garden Society’s local group Show at Hartpury on Easter Monday.
Expenses will be paid and like the plants, you will be fed and watered!
If you are interested, please contact WCC member John Hill on 07749 757649.
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Bridge camera for sale
A friend has a bridge camera for sale (Droitwich).

Canon SX50 HS (used, mint condition) £130 ono
It comes with:��Original box,
��CD,
��Unopened "getting started manual"
��Battery + Charger,
��2GB memory card,
��Original lens cover,
��Aftermarket UV filter + adaptor ring,
��Generic carrying case
email Laurence for further information (viewing/test etc)

Commercial
British Journal of Photography
Save up to 50% and enjoy free worldwide delivery, a complimentary digital subscription and a back issue. Offer ends 31 January 2019.

CarterArt Botanical and Macro Photography Workshops
Saturday 4 May, Friday 17 May
At Bill White Nurseries, Far Forest, Rock, Near Kidderminster.
6 people maximum. Cost £60. Time 10 am - 4pm
For several years I have been running workshops for those who enjoy shooting flowers and plants or want to learn more about close-up
and macro photography. Based at a garden centre, we will have private access to a wooden lodge with refreshment facilities. We will be
able to select our plants from the garden centre and either photograph them in natural light or bring them inside away from the wind
and weather. As plants are in pots we can bring them up to table height so this is especially suitable for those who find low level
photography difficult.
More information here. To reserve a place please email me - you pay on the day.
{n}

